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Canungra Classic 2014
All photos: Mike Zupanc

won the day with Nick Purcell a close second and Blenky
third once again. Jonathon Kinred won the ‘Best of the
Rest’ and Billy Miller-McLeod the Floater class. Fastest
time was 1:26 hours.

Day 3

The Classic was born from the frustration of local pilots having
to travel long distances to competitions in the southern states
to gain National ladder points. Originally, the competition was
scheduled immediately prior to Eungella in the expectation
that pilots would aim to attend both. Retrospectively, this
was a naïve belief as pilots with limited spare time living
south of Gladstone flew in only one competition – the Classic
– and, starved of participants, Eungella suffered a steady and
ignominious decline.
by Dave Staver

D

espite concerns that the Classic might
one day face a similar fate, 23 years later
the Classic has become one of the longest
continually running competitions in Australia.
You may attribute this longevity to the flying,
the picturesque countryside or the small town charm
reflected in the locals’ eyes, but this would deny the
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effect of the teamwork behind the competition, whose
brief it has always been to make this a fun week and a
social as much as a hang gliding event.
This time around, I had been optimistically telling
everyone that this would be a ‘one in a hundred year’
competition. As it turned out, after three days flying for
the pre-comp XC Clinic, we had eight straight flying days

for the competition – a first time ever for the Classic – so
I was not far wrong!

Day 1

Tambo again and a 69.9km task that proved too hard
for everyone. Goal was Rathdowney with a turnpoint
at Palen Creek. Light lift to 4500ft saw Guy Hubbard
beach it 9km short to win the day. Second was
big Trev and third, Andrew Barnes. Not sure what
happened to Blenky – he could only manage fourth.
Andrew Barnes was the ‘Best of the Rest’ and Billy
Miller-McLeod tightened his grip on the Floater class.

Day 4

A very difficult day at Beechmont. An ambitious 71.7km
task was called to the model field with three turnpoints
– Laravale, Hillview and Beaudesert. All Floater class and
‘Best of the Rest’ scored seven points. Only six pilots
made it out of the start gate. Big Jon is third for the
day and Adam Stevens second. Jon Jnr wins after flying
25km for 34 points – yet at the end of the competition,
these points were very nearly crucial in deciding the
outcome. Most pilots, however, spent the day ridge
soaring Beechmont – Nils Vesk enjoyed doing this for
four and a half hours.

Day 5

As if to make up for the previous day, Beechmont
turned on a great day with good lift to 6000ft for
a 64.1km task to Coulsen

A 59.1km task from Tamborine to Laravale with
turnpoints at Hillview and Rathdowney saw Jon Jnr
take an early lead, with Corinna second and Blenky
third. This was the first of many challenging days with
light thermals to 5000ft. Six made goal, with poor Josh
Woods landing 95m short on his first flight in a topless
glider. This was enough to win him the day in the ‘Best of
the Rest’ and Lisa Bradley claimed the honours in Floater
class. Fastest time was 2:08 hours.

and Lake Moogerah goal. Twenty-seven pilots made
goal, with Trent Brown winning the day, Jon Jnr second
and Jonas Lobitz third. Andrew Barnes was the ‘Best of
the Rest’, coming fourth for the day overall. Billy MillerMcLeod landed 80m short of the goal line for his best
flight of the competition and to took out Floater class
for the day. Another goal line casualty was Guy Hubbard,
landing 400m short.

Day 6

Another good day from Beechmont with heights to
around 7000ft. Goal was Boonah with turnpoints at
Palen Creek and Croftby, giving a task distance of 86km.
Thirteen pilots completed the task and Steve Blenkinsop
won the day. Second was Trent Brown and third place
Jonathon Kinred who also took out ‘Best of the Rest’.
Billy secured a stranglehold on Floater class and, with
just two days remaining, was only six points behind
Jonathon Kinred – overall leader of the ‘Best of the
Rest’. Whoever wins, will take home a brand new Moyes
Malibu glider!

Day 2

Another challenging day – except for the lucky few
riding a convergence at 7500ft – with a 56.5km task
from Tamborine to Beaudesert to Hillview and finally to
goal at Josephville. Eleven pilots made goal. John Smith
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Canungra Classic 2014

Overall top three (left to
right): Jonathon Kinred,
Jon Durand Jnr,
Steve Blenkinsop

Floater class winners (left to right): Brett Gilmour,
Billy Miller-McLeod, Lisa Bradley

Best of the Rest

Floater Class

1 Jonathon Kinred
2 Andrew Barnes
3 Rohan Taylor

1 Billy Miller-McLeod
2 Lisa Bradley
3 Brett Gilmour

Women

Veterans

1 Corinna Schwiegershausen
2 Lisa Bradley
3 Ai Fukutomi

1 Steve Blenkinsop
2 Jon Durand Snr
3 Trevor Purcell

Our Sponsors

Many thanks to our sponsors: Moyes Gliders (Malibu
glider and assorted day prizes), Flytec and Manilla
Paragliding (2 Flytec 6030, thank you Godfrey), Warren
Windsports, SE Qld Hang Gliding (Ken Hill).
Special thanks to Walt for the help on launch and to
Danny for his tireless efforts in the video department.
And to the many, many others who gave up their time to
make this event a success – you know who you are – we
are grateful to you.

Sportsman Award – Yasuhiro Noma

Best of the Rest winners (left to right): Andrew Barnes,
Jonathon Kinred, Rohan Taylor
All photos: Mike Zupanc

Day 7

A task distance of 64.9km – Tamborine to Rathdowney,
turnpoints at Hillview and Palen Creek. Twelve pilots
made goal and it is a father and son day with Jon Jnr
and Snr, Hagen and Jonas all in. Jon Jnr won the day with
Blenky second and Jonathon Kinred third. Billy pulled out
of his launch order and was later trapped on the hill by
the seabreeze. Oops! Jonathon was now way out in front
in the quest to win the Malibu. Overall only 11 points
separated Jon Jnr and Blenky in first and second place.
How important those 34 points from the fourth day
seemed now…

Day 8

Tamborine – Laravale – Hillview – Rathdowney –
Laravale, 57.8km. The dog fight began. Jon Jnr and
Blenky used the same start gate and Blenky goes on the
attack, leading out every step of the way, yet fails to
shake off Jon Jnr. They passed the first turnpoint, then
the second. Heading to the third turnpoint they were out
in front of the field as most pilots had already landed.
After rounding the third turnpoint they headed for glory,
but conditions became very difficult with a seabreeze
headwind over the last 9km.

Once again, Blenky lead out, with Jon hanging on as
they both knew that whoever landed out in front would
win the comp. Blenky started the glide and landed 7km
short. Jon Jnr followed… and landed 4km short – Jonny
did it again with Blenky a proud second! Jonathon Kinred
flew over both of them to land just 200m short and win
the day, the ‘Best of the Rest’ and the Moyes Malibu.

2015 Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
3rd to 10th October
Entry Fee: $270

The Results

A Grade Champion – Jon Durand Jnr
B Grade Champion – Darren Rickert
Most Improved – Josh Woods

Results – Overall
1 Jon Durand Jnr
2 Steve Blenkinsop
3 Jonathon Kinred
4 Adam Stevens
5 John Smith
6 Jonas Lobitz
7 Jon Durand Snr
8	Corinna
Schwiegershausen
9 Andrew Barnes
10 Simon Braithwaite

Includes entry, four dinners, competition shorts and a great week of flying.
Non club members: add $30 site fee.
➮➮$5000+ in prizes and cash to be won
➮➮Download and view tracklog and
GoPro footage on a large
projection screen each day.
Enquiries: Dave Staver – 0409 435 953
➮➮Separate tasks each day
Venue: Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD
for kingpost gliders
Dates:
(Sports Class).
XC Clinic – 30 September to 2 October 2015.
➮➮Registration now open
Cost $150. Book now.
www.chgc.asn.au/hg/classic.html
Canungra Classic AA – 3 to 10 October 2015.
Friday 2nd – Registration and free dinner.
Sunday 4th – Debrief for XC Clinic participants.
Monday 5th – Quiz night and free dinner.
Wednesday 7th – Red Faces night – $500 first prize
– and free dinner.
Thursday 8th – Debrief for XC Clinic participants.
Friday 9th – Outpost dinner night.

The overall Top 10
4
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Saturday 10th – Presentation and free dinner.
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Manilla XC Camp 2015

Smashing Records & PBs!
Mt Borah briefing

Photo: Gilbert Romaine

Day 2 – 1 February

Pilots flew a light convergence line with SW to SE winds, cloudbase over 3000m and
average climbs of three to six metres per second.
Most flew north towards Bingara and then followed the wind to the NE, landing
after a slow six or seven hours of flying near Inverell and beyond. Some did out and
returns of around 120km and one pilot flew a triangle of 111km.
1 Vischer, Claus (GER)
2 Graham, Mark (GBR)
3 Rezende, Felipe (AUS)

Mentor 3 XC
161km
Volt XC
153km
Flow proto Comp 143km

Day 3 – 2 February

The flying conditions for this year’s Manilla XC Camp were
some of the best ever seen for any week long XC distance
event in Manilla.
by Godfrey Wenness

T

Cloud street past Moree on the 300km plus day

his is the biggest annual week long comp
in Australia and had 135 pilots attending
(a record for XC Open and XC Camp) from
14 nations with large groups from Japan, Tahiti,
New Caledonia.

A trough over the region provided a little bit too much instability and humidity which
resulted in overdevelopment by 3pm. The winds were mostly SE, moderate initially,
easing after the 11am Borah briefing.
Most pilots ‘safety’ landed by 3pm. Distances were more indicative of time spent in
the air (i.e. how early pilots launched to leave on XC). Many landed between Boggabri
and Narrabri (80 to 90km) when the Mt Kaputar storm cell started expanding and got
a bit too close for comfort.
It was potentially
a 250km day and just
beyond Narrabri the skies
were perfect! The lead
pilots were about half an
hour too late to make use
of conditions.

Day 1 – 30 January

The predicted light winds actually became stronger, as
on the previous two practice days (similarly with light
winds forecast).
Most took off in 15 to 20km/h lulls, as thermal
wind gusts with compression registered over the 30
to 35km/h mark, at times from the WNW. Despite this,
most pilots electing to fly launched safely into lulls and
climbed out to go XC.
Pilots flew towards and beyond Armidale and
Walcha, in the New England tablelands, which rise to
1000m asl. Cloudbase was around 3000m. Many Fun
class pilots flew 20 to 30km, Sports class pilots flew
around 30 to 70km.
For those who elected not to fly earlier in the
stronger winds, the sunset ridge soaring was epic –
making up for a lack of XC.

Stephen Noble, Sports class winner, on the way to 200km
Photo: Gilbert Romaine

=1 Golus, Che (AUS)
Delta 2 XC
93km
=1 Rezende, Felipe (AUS)
Flow proto Comp 93km
3 Hirokawa, Yoshiaki (JPN)
Enzo2 Comp
90km

Day 4

The day, 3 February, was
cancelled due to initially
strong winds and the
onset of unstable cloud
lines bringing showers.
As usual, Ivan ran a well
attended XC Q&A session
after lunch.
After the rain clouds
cleared a late local fly was
on for many.

1 Rezende, Felipe (AUS)
Flow proto Comp 148km
2 Anissimov, Ivan (AUS)
Enzo 2 Comp
125km
3 Kumsuz, Eddie ‘the Eagle’ (AUS) Enzo 2 Comp
120km
HQ with retrieve plane parked
Photos: Godfrey Wenness
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Earlybird yoga
with Michelle at HQ
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Fun class trio of winners
The Mt Kaputar storm cell stops the day
Photo: Molly McEwin

Day 7 – 6 February

Manilla XC Camp 2015
Day 5 – 4 February

A slow and low day to start with many bomb-outs
between 10 and 20km around Tarpoly due to leftover
dampness from the previous day.

Photo: Tex Beck

Those who managed to pass through the ‘green zone’
were rewarded with consistent climbs from the many
ploughed fields, to 1700m and sometimes 2200m.
Most flew with tail-winds on a curved flightpath,
first N or NNW, then more NW later in the day.
There were six flights over 200km and many PBs,
including the overall day winner in XC Class.
1 Esquillaro, Rafael (AUS)
2 Anissimov, Ivan (AUS)
3 Wootten, Lindsay (AUS)

Peak 2 XC
Enzo 2 Comp
Triton 2 XC

Day 6 – 5 February

Photo: Tex Beck

The day of the PBs and records!
A great XC day was awaited and had by all, with
flights up to 363km and five over 300km – a new site
record – as well as dozens of PBs.
The day began with promising cloud lines at 2200m,
heading towards Narrabri where it blued out for 50
or 60km. Some pilots flew straight into the blue and
encountered slow going, with many bombing out
between 80 and 120km. Others flew more NW, past Mt

Above: Borah Basher band
Left: Godfrey at sunset past 320km
Photos: Godfrey Wenness
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228km
218km
216km

Kaputar, to connect with the better cloud lines for a fast,
cloud hopping run.
Later in the afternoon, there were cloud streets at
3000m with some light to moderate consistent winds.
Landing for many was at sunset in the far north-west
flatlands of the State, after over eight hours of flying.
Pilots ended up in two areas, depending on which cloud
route they had followed: west beyond Walgett or north
west of Collarenebri and Lightning Ridge.
Notably, the top four flights were flown on XC
(regular EN-D class) gliders.
The 17-year old site record set by myself in 1998,
which was also the FAI World Record for five years, was
broken by three pilots. It is now also the new National
foot launch record (as opposed to winch launch).
=1
=1
3
4
5
10
21

Golus, Che (AUS)
Turner, Jason (AUS)
Wenness, Godfrey (AUS)
Vischer, Claus (GER)
Anissimov, Ivan (AUS)
Noble, Stephen (AUS)
Derbynow, Romiko (AUS)

Delta 2 XC
Alpina 2 XC
Omega 8 XC
Triton 3 XC
Enzo 2 Comp
Sigma 8 Sport
Alpha 5 Fun

363km
363km
357km
314km
309km
248km
115km

The day started with light SE winds and less moisture in
the region as the trough had moved further inland and
northwards.
Pilots began launching from midday and headed
north in tricky inverted conditions for the first slow 50
to 70km with only a few transient cu’s to assist them.
The good clouds started around the western edge
of the Horton Valley and north around Bingara. Once
connected, pilots had an easy speedbar run with perfect
fat cloud lines at 3000m to well over 200km over the
flatlands past Moree. Again, many pilots landed after
sunset. If the early part hadn’t been so slow, it would
have easily been another 300km plus day…
1 Hirokawa, Yoshiaki (JPN)
Enzo2 Comp
2 Berlinga, Krisha (CHE)
Delta 2 Sport
3 Kumsuz, Eddie ‘the Eagle’ (AUS) Enzo 2 Comp

Day 8 – 7 February

We had a later start from the west launch as the early
NE to SE winds stopped after midday and a regional light
SSW rolled in. It was a slower, scratchy start to the XC
day with an inversion around 1200 to 1500m, but then
things got going after about 2pm – like the previous day.
Of course, most pilots passed the 6pm last task
time at cloudbase and couldn’t resist flying until sunset
again... Many ended up out around Moree (150km) and
beyond, up to 200km.
There were lots of PBs again in the Fun and Sports
classes. It was nice to see a Fun class pilot right up there
among the comp and XC wings and finishing seventh
overall on the last day with a PB!
6pm last score time distances:
1
2
3
7
8

Vischer, Claus (GER)
Kumsuz, Eddie ‘the Eagle’ (AUS)
Vymetal, Lukas (CZE)
Mansell, Phil (AUS)
Huber, Marco (CHE)

Triton 3 XC
Enzo 2 Comp
Venus 4 XC
Epsilon 7 Fun
Mentor 3 Sport

Photo: Gilbert Romaine

245km
213km
208km

162km
155km
155km
137km
125km

First place
Sport class

After seven (out of eight) days of XC flying, over
one third of the field (at all levels) flew personal best
(PB) distances up to 363km… all from an easy hill launch
site and in conditions that were safe for all levels. Many
pilots in the top 10 flew PBs and many others achieved
multiple PBs in a row.
It was the first time in the 10-year history of this
Manilla XC event that the 300km barrier was passed
(and by five pilots!) – this included a new Mt Borah site
record of 355km straight (363km using three TPs).
Pilots who wrote down scores flew a combined distance
of 29,349km.
Overall, pilots enjoyed a great week’s flying, learning
and some fun social times too. The HQ Manilla Gorilla
Cafe was in full swing each morning with expertly
made coffees washing down the ‘Barraba’ and ‘Bingara’
cooked breakfasts to get pilots set for a big XC day. The
early bird HQ yoga sessions, run by Michelle, were a hit

as always. The Borah Basher band played until very late
on two nights with some excellent musicians joining in
the jam.

Overall and XC class Top 3 (best 5 of 7 days)
1
2
=3
=3

Golus, Che (AUS)
Vischer, Claus (GER)
Anissimov, Ivan (AUS)
Pierre, Bourgin (TAH)

Delta2 XC
Triton2 XC
Enzo2 Comp
Mantra 6 XC

951km
920km
825km
825km

Sigma 8
Delta 1
Delta 2

611km
507km
499km

Epsilon 7
Epsilon 6
Alpha 5

347km
306km
291km

Rush 4

149km

Top 3 – Sport class
13 Noble, Stephen (AUS)
18 Pearcy, Eric (GBR)
21 Berlinga, Krisha (CHE)

Top 3 – Fun Class
35 Mansell, Phil (AUS)
38 Vervaart, Nat (AUS)
39 Derbynow, Romiko (AUS)

Best Female
58 Paulus, Chelsea (USA)

The 2016 Manilla XC Camp will be on again at the
same time: 30 January to 6 February 2016. Book your
holidays now and come for a great week of XC, learn
something and maybe even do a PB or two!

Winners Che and Claus – first and second place overall
April | May | June 2015
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The Competition
That Changed My Life!
Out of the blue, Gavin Penfold, Flight Instructor and Owner
of Bird’s Eye View in Exmouth, rang me to share some news:
“Nad you’ve won!” “Woohoo,” was my response, thinking I’d
won a one-hour microlight flight across our beautiful cape.
I’d never flown in a microlight before…
by Nadia Owens

Whaleshark spotting with Gav

“No Nad… You’ve won 25 hours
flight time to become
a microlight pilot!”

S

tanding in my backyard, I will never forget that
moment – I tingled from head to toe. It was as
though the heavens had opened up and the
brightest light was shining on me! I was going to become
a pilot? I was going to become a pilot! I couldn’t wipe the
grin off my face. This was better than winning the lotto!
Why? Because even if I had won the lotto, I probably
wouldn’t have chosen to learn to fly. Best prize ever!
Game changer. Life changer.

My daughter Kyah's first flight
10 SKYSAILOR

High on Life!

My husband, Titch, had entered us both in the
Bird’s Eye View competition some months earlier, after
shouting his Mum Joan, a one-hour flight over the
Ningaloo Reef! He entered the competition by purchasing
a stubby holder promoting Bird’s Eye View and had to
guess a flight time in hours of how long it took Gavin and
his Dad to travel from NSW to Exmouth in their trikes. My
numbers matched to the minute: 54:47 hours!
Suffering hideous morning sickness, as I was four
months pregnant with our third child, mourning the
recent loss of my mother to cancer, and about to journey
to Perth for my daughter’s second cranial reconstruction,
this news couldn’t have come at a better time – if I ever
needed some elevation in my life it was now!
When my son Malakai was 10 weeks old, my flight
training began. My first eight hours were spent in
disbelief as I took to the skies in Gav’s Airborne XT-912,
affectionately named the Bumble Bee.
It took some time to build my confidence as I initially
thought, “I’m never going to land this thing!” With
my husband’s unfailing encouragement and constant
support managing our family, I continued on.
Gavin Penfold’s ability to teach and his
professionalism as an instructor were second to none. I
was teleported into a world that impressed and inspired
me amongst fellow flight students and pilots alike. Gav’s
ability to explain, encourage, motivate and impart his
knowledge was flawless and of the highest level. What
an incredible gift of teaching he possesses – uplifting,

Nad leading the formation

inspiring and ever so patient. Never once did he doubt
that I had the ability and capacity to complete my
flight training. His faith and confidence in me definitely
transformed my attitude into a powerful: “I’ve got this!”
As my skills developed and improved, it was all
coming together and by the 12th hour I was landing
unassisted! I was hooked and overflowing with gratitude
for this experience and opportunity. There is nothing like
the feeling of a full throttle take off and becoming
airborne within a matter of seconds in a microlight. Such
a rush. Such a high. Especially flying across Cape Range
and over the beautiful and pristine Ningaloo Reef here
in Exmouth.
I loved the epic journey of learning I was on. Lift,
drag, thrust, angle of attack, chord lines, relative flow,
radio communications, phonetic alphabet, aviation
April | May | June 2015

abbreviations, aircraft knowledge, instruments, air law
and procedures, meteorology, circuits, call signs, daily
inspections, log books, maintenance,… the list goes on
and on. Such a different world to that of motherhood
of three.
Flight instruction was shared with James Penfold,
Gavin’s younger brother. It was with James that I learnt
emergency landings from various heights, radio calls,
fast and slow flight plus stalls. Confidence grew and the
time had come to fly solo! All my training was leading up
to this point.
The sun was setting, the trike was weighted down
and off I went. I did it! I actually did it! Nothing could
stop me now. I loved every element of flying, the people,
the responsibility, the rush, the view, the height, the
uniqueness, the freedom and the culture.
After 28 hours of flight training I became a Qualified
Microlight Pilot. After a further 10 hours of solo flying
I became Passenger Endorsed. Since this time, I have
enjoyed taking passengers all around our beautiful cape
here in Exmouth. I find this so satisfying as this is my
home town and being able to enjoy it from the skies is
simply gold.
People often ask me whether I am going to purchase
my own trike. It’s definitely on the wish list, but for now
I’m happy hiring Bird’s Eye View trikes.
The transition into the world of microlight flight
has elevated me on all levels – I lost 10kg, my work as
a Meditation Facilitator and Healer became stronger and
April | May | June 2015

Nad with husband Titch

For Flying School aircraft or to conduct maintenance
on an aircraft other than your own:

Obtain the HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement

Courses run by: Kev MacNally – HGFA WM Technical Officer
Email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or check the HGFA on-line forums for details of
the next available courses.
Courses conducted in all States subject to available venues
SKYSAILOR
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The Competition
That Changed My Life!

my role as a parent became more purposeful, powerful
and balanced, plus I’m a much happier wife when I fly –
just ask my husband!
I also now have a completely new circle of pilot
friends. Two characters very close to my heart are
fellow pilots Roy Weiske, aged 73, who for many flights
assisted in getting me airborne with his maintenance
skills and enthusiasm, and Luke Armer, aged 28, who
shared my journey of flight training simultaneously.
Both have become part of our family.
This life changing event would not have occurred if
my husband, Titch, hadn’t taken his mum for her flight,
entered a competition by purchasing a stubby holder
or Gavin had not created this unique and life changing
opportunity to get an everyday mama into the sky.

16-hour WM/Rotax
Maintenance Courses
Why do I need to do one?

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control system
for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and Syllabus,
which will allow all to view and access the
HGFA documentation structure. Due to recent
Entry Control Procedures placed by CASA,
the HGFA Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
All current documents are available on
the HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’

Find out how to ensure
that the maintenance
that you are doing
is correct and current.
12
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The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times
by members, HGFA Instructors and
HGFA National Office.

Contact Kev MacNally
<kmacnally@bigpond.com>

Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012

HGFA Office Manager
April | May | June 2015
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Glider over Mt Elliott

Corryong Cup 2015
On 11 January this year, pilots and support crews ‘descended’
upon Corryong in NE Victoria’s ‘Man from Snowy River’ country
for the Corryong Cup.

Corryong, from about 8000ft with
Mt Kosciuszko in the background
Photo: Hugh Alexander

Pete Bolton (Adelaide SA)

T

his has probably been Australia’s most popular
annual hang gliding comp over recent years –
entries have filled up within around 30 minutes
of opening (four months prior). It’s easy to see why – a
scenic mountain location within a day’s drive of Sydney,
Melbourne, Canberra, Newcastle and Adelaide (just).
The comp is also designed as a fun event – to
encourage beginners to fly inland – and is open to all
levels of pilots. There are separate tasks for Open and
Floater classes, usually sharing the same goal.
The comp is run not by the local club, but by a number
of keen pilots from the Newcastle HG Club – and most of
them manage to fly in the event as well!
Day 1 was rained out (as was the practice day), but
this had been forecast and gave those of us with a long
journey (close to 12 hours from SA for me, others came
from WA) time to recover.
About 65 pilots set up on top of Mt Elliot for Task
1 on Day 2. I knew about the long launch queues which
there can develop here, so I found a spot to set up in
the bush from where it wasn’t entirely impossible to

get to the front. A task was set for Open class of ‘only’
66km which took us on a tour around all sides of Mt
Mittamatite, overlooking the Corryong valley, and to
goal at Corryong airport. The organisers had booked an
exemption from the VHF radio rules for the duration of
the comp and we were welcome to use the airport for
landings – as during past comps.
After getting low at two spots normally considered
good thermal generators, I was glad to keep my feet
off the ground, scratch back up and finally make goal
after about three hours on task. This placed me in equal
eighth – which sounds better than slowest into goal –
and into a good launch order spot for the next day.
The day was won by Donny Gardner from Newcastle,
with Jason Kath (ex-WA) second. Steve Norman (VIC)
came third on his rigid wing.
After two more days of blown out/wet/low cloud,
conditions, Task 2 was set as a challenging 85km task
around and outside the Corryong valley with goal at
Khancoban airport.

Colac Colac caravan park, creek
and Mt Mittamatite from up high

Photo: Hugh Alexander

Photos: Pete Bolton
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Photos: Pete Bolton

All started well for me until, at the first turnpoint,
my instruments died – no audio or visual vario, no
altimeter, no navigation. I tried to switch it off and back
on again, without success. I knew it wasn’t due to flat
batteries since mine were 100% charged that morning.
I radioed our driver that I would probably be landing in
the next valley.
As usual, my ‘landing’ call triggered good lift and
although it was difficult to thermal without instruments
or other gliders nearby, I used all the non-vario tricks
I knew to find and stay in lift. I was able to maintain
and increase my ground clearance and eventually saw
a darkening cloud to fly beneath. That worked and I
eventually reached cloudbase and went on glide to the
second turnpoint.

Corryong airport, goal Task 1

Over Colac Colac caravan park, affectionately known as ‘Clack Clack’
Approaching Corryong airport
14 SKYSAILOR

Corryong town

Khancoban dam airstrip with
the Snowy Mountains as backdrop
April | May | June 2015

View of Khancoban dam and river

To add to my problems, the second leg was into
headwind (around 17km), but all I could do was fly what
felt like best speed for the conditions and on the best
line for chance of lift. I arrived within ‘striking distance’
of TP2 (Cudgewa E) with enough height to reach the
main road intersection (where I thought the TP was).
Since my tracklog was now most likely also not
working, I didn’t want to fly past TP2 and then get
‘arced back’. I didn’t know if the scorers would accept
TP photos, but I took one and then my thoughts turned
to a safe landing. The wind was now over 15kt on the
ground. I flew back along the path from TP1 to the first
decent landing paddock I could find and set up on the
downwind edge of it, but the wind was now so strong, I
got blown into the next one downwind.
Both landing and retrieve turned out okay, but it
turned out that another pilot who landed just past
TP2 got rotored in. Three pilots had made goal – first
Hughbert Alexander (VIC), second Meet Head Dustan
Hansen (NSW) and third Jason Kath (WA/NSW). Well
flown guys!
In the end I was scored to 1km short of TP2 as that
was about where I had landed (and was picked up from
by one of the comp officials).
Why my instruments had died completely remained
a mystery until it was suggested that my tracklog
memory could be full. Although it still had less than the
manual said in storage, I
deleted several and this
seemed to fix the issue.
Yet, why the vario/alti/
navigation functions
should be stopped by
a full tracklog memory
seems unclear.
Another un-taskable day followed. A
few of us joined Paddy
Honey to do some
overgrown vegetation
clearing work on the
Elliott main and the
NNE launch for the day,

View of Corryong from above Mt Elliott

Cudgewa E TP

Corryong valley from high
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Mt Mittamatite in the background
Photo: Hugh Alexander

Corryong Cup 2015

Khancoban from over Mt Elliott

Mt Kosciuszko from Khancoban

Mt Mittamatite

16
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resulting in a larger set-up area – it should now be big
enough for PG comps. Some pilots went to fly from the
old Mt Mittamatite launches – flyable, but in need of
some work was their report. (I believe the old ramp on
one of the two launches burnt during a bushfire). Alan
McMillan (organiser from NHGC) also told us that there
are plans to expand the launch and set-up areas to open
up a SW launch on top of Mt Elliott. That sounds good.
In the evenings, we had a number of social events
organised – a pizza and movie night, a BBQ at the Mt
M caravan park, a meal at Cudgewa Hotel, etc. By the
way, the Colac Colac Caravan Park is now under new
ownership/management and they gave us a good deal
for camping for the nine-day comp – just mention HG/PG
for a week’s stay and ask…
For what turned out to be the third and last
scored day of the comp, a task was set which was so
challenging that no one completed it! A combination of
fresh headwind and high cloud/weak thermals made
the headwind leg too hard, but it was good to see longsuffering launch marshall, Peter Burkitt, take off last
and win the day!
The last day was too strong for a floater task, so
a few of us flew and landed at the scenic Khancoban
airstrip – next to the lake and dam.
Summing up, I believe a good time was had by all.
Even though quite a few days were un-flyable, the good
days made up for this and the temperatures were more
comfortable than during previous years. Pilots, partners
and drivers also got the chance to do some touristy
things around the area. It’s always good to meet up
with old friends from across the country and meet new
people, see new or favourite places, etc.
Thanks again to the NHGC and other volunteers
(Dustan Hansen, Alan McMillan, Toby Houldsworth, Peter
Burkitt and others) for organising and running the comp.
Sorry that ‘Splint’ couldn’t be with us this year – best of
luck with your recovery.
I’m already looking forward to next year – and,
hopefully, some more new launches.

All task maps, pilot tracks and results are available
online at [http://wow.asn.au/comps/?q=CC_Results],
more photos at [www.facebook.com/CorryongCup].

Corryong town from cloudbase

Looking south from Mt Elliott

Photos: Pete Bolton
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“Do You Really Want To Fly
An EN-B In The Competition?”

cruised up beside and crept past him! Of course those
wings will leave you for dead once they step on the bar.
Thermalling during competition tends to sort the
men from the boys. During one of the Corryong tasks,
I left a climb on glide towards the next turnpoint with
Craig Collings (Mantra 6) and Fred Gungl (LM 5) in hot
pursuit. As I turned in very scratchy lift, not much above
tree height, I was surprised to see Fred and Craig coming
towards me at a very similar height. While the three of
us scratched in what felt like 0.1m/s, I questioned what
chance I had of getting out of there if two of the best
thermallers I know were struggling? I managed to stick
with them for about five minutes, before ‘the cream rose
to the top’ – as they say in the classics – and the boys
managed to work it a lot better than I.
So, to answer my initial queries:

That was the question I asked myself. There’s no better way to
find out than to give it a try! Recent technological advances in
paragliding have seen some outstanding leaps in performance
of the lower rated gliders.

1. It’s fun to fly an EN-B in competition. Competition can sometimes see you flying
in conditions which may be a little outside your comfort zone. Flying an EN-B
definitely gives you confidence in your wing whilst allowing you to focus more on
what’s happening around you than guessing what the wing will do next! I believe
every task set during the two competitions saw EN-Bs at the finish line.
2. As far as performance goes: WOW! There is not much difference between the Iota
and the EN-Cs and EN-Ds (outside of top achievable speed). The Iota managed to
raise a few eyebrows over the two weeks.

Brandon on glide during the Corryong Open
Photos: Kari Robertson

by Brandon O’Donnell, SSO Canungra Club

M

ost of my 1000 hours of airtime have been
done flying EN-D gliders. With my glider
approaching the six-year-old vintage,
I thought I would take the opportunity to test out
the new high level EN-B from Advance called the Iota.
There are numerous reviews out there already and they
sounded good, but I wanted to test it for myself.
With Bright and Corryong PG competitions running
back to back, I thought it a good opportunity to see:
1. What it’s like to compete on an EN-B glider.
2. How the performance compares to a variety of other
gliders on the market.
Using purely results/points in a competition to
establish the quality of a glider can lead to many a good
glider being overlooked. Pilot ability and decisionmaking
will always be the major factors determining where they
sit on the leaderboard.
I managed 25 hours airtime across both the Bright
and Corryong paragliding comps. There is no better
testing ground than a competition when it comes to
comparing a glider’s performance against another’s…
especially when gliding wing tip to wing tip.
18
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Historically, when you applied speedbar to an EN-B
glider, your sink rate would fall through the floor.
I have vivid memories of competing or just general XC
flying some 15 years ago and landing because the glide
was so poor that I could barely make the next thermal!
Pilots back then were sometimes prematurely advancing
to ‘hotter ships’ so they could more easily reach the next
climb and improve their XC distances.
Times have definitely changed. A new category
for Bs, the high level EN-B ushered in by the Mentor
series, changed the playing field. In only four years,
the performance of the Iota (high EN-B) has surpassed
my Omega 8 (EN-D)! (At least outside of top speed on
bar.) So pilots can now enjoy great improvements in
performance whilst maintaining the safety and stability
of a lower rated glider.
Stepping ‘back’ to an EN-B did feel a little weird. After
many years of flying classic EN-D Omegas, the low aspect
ratio of 5.5 gave me the impression of having more of a
toy or speed wing above my head. I was amazed that
something so ‘fat’ could have as good, if not better, glide
than some of the hotter Cs and Ds! Advance’s new design

trend to use less aspect ratio and more profile research
has definitely paid off with the Iota.
The handling was a lot more direct than on my Omega
and took a little getting used to. Small brake inputs
were more than enough to turn tightly when needed.
Bright is arguably one of the roughest places to fly and
it was interesting to note that the glider did not collapse
once during the 25 hours I flew it. Active piloting does
become second nature after years of flying EN-D gliders,
so whilst having a rock solid glider above your head, it’s
still not recommended to fall asleep at the wheel!
I was flying five kilograms under the top weight
range with an Impress 2 pod harness.
During the Bright competition, I cruised around on
one third to half speedbar (just the way it worked out
without changing the settings on my harness.) During
the Corryong comp, I decided to open up the throttle
and use full speedbar. I had a fun moment on glide
50m behind Brian Webb on his Niviuk Icepeak 7, when I
decided to push full bar to see the result. I was surprised
when I caught up without losing height compared to
the Icepeak! The look on Brian’s face was priceless as I

April | May | June 2015

Flying is all about fun, and if you’re not enjoying your glider when you’re flying, then
you might as well give it away. If you can launch, fly and land safely, then it’s been a
great day – even if you end up in the LZ or a little further down the competition score
board than you expected.

Thanks to Godfrey Wenness, Australian importer of Advance Paragliders, for the
use of the demo glider.

April | May | June 2015
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2015 Tasmania
Drifter Tour
This February, seven pilots ventured south and
east to see what Tasmania is all about.
by Curt Warren

Happy pilots after seven days straight of flying
five different sites: Jason, Vancho, Steve,
Jono, Dave, Luke, Curt, Ted and Boris

The Team
Eaglehawk Neck
Photo: Dave May

Boris Marold (advanced) flies a Moyes RX3.5. His
‘moment of truth’ was leading pilots across the Tassie
‘midlands’ – along ridges, across valleys and into landing
paddocks near the local pub.
Luke Preston (advanced) flies a Moyes RX3.5.
Luke hooked into a thermal one late afternoon, in still
conditions, while everyone marvelled from the ground.
Vancho Bonevski (intermediate) flies an
Enterprise Aero 165. On the last day, he transitioned
smoothly into his topless glider, taking off from an 80ft
high coastal hill and working along and up the ridge
where it reaches 2000ft above the ocean.

Total kilometres driven: 2000km in Tasmania
(4000km if you include getting there and back)

Total flying days: Seven out of nine

Vancho Bonevski in rear, Steve Docherty in the foreground
Curt checks as Ted is about to launch at Gaffs

Dave May (advanced) flies a Moyes RX3.5. Flying
Pirates Bay at Eaglehawk Neck was the highlight – his
photos say it all!
Ted Sadowski (intermediate) flies an Airborne Sting3 154. Ted summoned
up the courage and skill to fly the low sand dunes for his first time.
Jono Bates (intermediate) flies an Airborne Sting2 154. After a sketchy launch
on day one, Jono made a comeback by nailing a tree-slot launch and heading straight
out and up into a strong and tight Tassie core.
Steve Docherty (intermediate) flies an Moyes RS4. Many highlights of flying
up, away and XC at any and every moment on the tour.
Matt ‘Lofty’ Loft, driver of the Toyota Troopy. Heading back to Tasmania on
the fourth year anniversary of losing his beautiful brother to mental illness, Matt felt
closer to his brother who had always loved Tasmania.
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Boris and Curt
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2015 Tasmania
Drifter Tour

XC along the dunes
Curt and Vancho flying the dunes

Sites flown: Five, consisting
of coastal, mountains,
inland XC and dune gooning
Ominous and elusive Mt Wellington
Dune gooning
Photo: Dave May

Curt Warren (advanced) flies a Moyes
RS4, “Diving over the back of the ranges,
heading XC away from the roads but still
heading back to Hobart was a Zen moment
for me – feeling connected with my glider and
flying alone in a completely new and incredibly
scenic area.”
To pull this epic adventure off took a ton
of planning and organising, but it would not
Photo: Dave May
have been possible without Boris, our guide,
Lofty, our driver, ‘Mr T’, our truck, our team of
pilots and the weather!
The trip overall was as spiritual as it was successful. Travelling to a new place with mates and experiencing it from
a hang glider has again proven to be the best way to explore!
See Curt’s Events Page [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events] or contact him for similar planned tours.

Curt flying the midlands

Tassie mountain magic

Tourist stops: Mona Museum,
Thermal Hot Springs,
Tahune Airwalk and
Huon Pine Forest
22
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Curt on the wires, Jono about to launch
Photos: Curt Warren (aerial keel shots) and
Matt Loft (ground shots) unless marked otherwise

Curt and Steve at Eaglehawk Neck
Mt Wellington, Tasmania
April | May | June 2015
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Pirate Bay, Tasmania
Photo: Dave May

Acquiring
Fine Motor Skills
The PICO Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]

#3: Weather
Personally, I don’t believe I’ve been around long enough to write an

advice article. Instead, I will relate my personal experience, with a

couple of tips thrown in at the end. Since I have lived on my airfield

for almost three years and flown a couple of hundred hours from here,
I feel I am sufficiently acquainted with the moods of our central
Victorian weather to comment.

L

ate last year I melted the rings on my Polini 110
– a busy day and my rush to be first into the air
conspired to encourage me to grab an old jerry
I found in the shed instead of going to get fresh fuel.
We all have lessons to learn. After a couple of chats
with Andrew from Poliglide, the 110 was in the post for
repairs. Andrew has been so supportive and encouraging
over my first four years of PPG that I ordered a new Polini
190 at the same time.
This set the stage: one motor off to be repaired and
a shiny new one on the way. Just over a month went by
and enthusiasm was at an all time high. The 190 was
stuck in customs, but the 110 came back, good as new,
ready to rock.
The perfect day finally dawned. I flew at 9:30am
– a very nice first flight. I flew again at 12:30pm

by Justin Shaw

– thermals are very entertaining, I went weightless
a couple of times and decided to land. The day’s main
event approached, fellow pilots were imminently due.
What could be better than being in the air when they do?
It’s 5:30pm, almost dead calm, just slight variable
breezes and remnants of the days thermal activity. The
wing is laid out for a forward launch, I was holding onto
the risers and about to hook in when the trailing edge
of the wing ripples in a slightly stronger gust. I turned
around to check everything was normal. It was.
Then Whack! Willy Willy. Out of nowhere.
Holding onto the risers I was lifted a couple of feet
off the ground before I let go. Off balance as I came
down, I bent a cage piece and chipped the prop. Lying
on the ground, I watched my faithful GTX go around and

around in the Willy Willy three times, reaching a couple
of hundred feet before it gracefully fell back to earth.
Another couple of hours later, we were finally 15
minutes into our evening’s flight when we were thumped
by a southerly change. The consensus between weather
experts is that the cool southerly change comes in at
higher altitudes earlier than at ground level and causes
pockets of warm air to suddenly begin to rise. Hence,
willy willy…
Micro-meteorology is now something we pay very
close attention to.

Weather Observation

‘Weather Views Oz’ is a great app that will automatically
give you the surrounding weather station observations,
updated every half hour. We use it to watch for
approaching fronts and changing weather conditions
heading our way while we are in the air.

Launch site

‘Weather Views Oz’ is again very useful to ascertain
the true prevailing wind direction for the whole area.
Just standing in the paddock with one windsock can
give you some really deceptive feedback on actual
conditions as the prevailing wind moves around or over
local obstructions.
Another marker at the highest point locally, if
accessible, is a great way to confirm wind direction.

Rotor

Never launch in it. Never. It will cost you money. The tail
of the windsock flicking around, especially up, is a pretty
good indication you are in rotor. I frequently drop behind
trees specifically to fly in slight rotor. It’s a hoot!
I’ve only launched in rotor once, off a beach – scariest
thing I’ve done in PPG!
Happy flying and stay safe.
26
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Where I Fly

Where I Fly

I always look forward to the arrival of SkySailor in my mailbox.

SE Queensland is one of the best

After tearing off the plastic I straight away go in search of trike

areas in Australia to fly a trike.

related articles, only to find we

by Kev MacNally

trike pilots continue to let the side
down with lack of input. So with
the new "Where I Fly" column

taking off this issue I encourage

I

all trike pilots (myself included)
to submit something to the

magazine, so it remains relevant
to all HGFA disciplines.

by Rob Morrison

T

his is where I fly: a small country town called
Yandoit in central Victoria.
I am one of the lucky ones to have my own
hangar and runway on our farm which is very convenient.
The down side is I don't see many other trike pilots.
One of the great things about flying a trike is you can
take a passenger and share what you know and love with
others. There is always a line-up of family, friends and
locals awaiting their turn.
A quick flight for me is a trip around the farm and
local area – 4Nm south-east is Mt Franklin, one of the
best preserved volcanoes in Australia, 8Nm NNW takes
us over Cairn Curran Reservoir and 32Nm SW takes me
over the wind towers to arrive at Dynamic Flight where
I learnt to fly.
That’s all it takes, a few lines and some pics, so come
on! I can’t wait to see where you fly.
Safe flying.
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t is coastal flying at its best. We fly from Maryborough, Queensland (YMYB) which has a
5200ft sealed runway and a 2900ft grass cross-strip. Normal traffic includes the Postie,
Flying Doctor and the occasional prison flight will drop a few off here, but otherwise it is just
recreational flyers like myself. We flew on our own for a few years when we first moved here,
but the number of trikes has slowly grown over the last couple of years and we now have five
trikes hangared here, which is great.
We are less than 10 minutes flight time from the Great Sandy Straits and usually follow the
Mary river up to its mouth, then south to Tin Can Bay, or we cross over to Fraser Island (different
frequency) and fly north, back over the water, island hopping to Hervey Bay, then home again –
having an hour or two of great flying without having to go very far at all.
Every time we fly, the scenery is different here. We love to fly over the Sandy Straits. Each
photo taken by my wife Carole from the passenger seat is unique, different light, different tides.
It is very relaxed flying and the view is outstanding.
It is hard to imagine why it remains so quiet here, but it suits us and makes for great flying
– especially when you can fly in the company of other trikes, which we do more often now. The
weather has started to clear once more and we are looking forward to going for another ‘flap’.
I think it would be hard for any other area to beat this… unless you know better?
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News

and will allow pilots to continue building skills further into the sport without needing
to update their glider.
It’s very easy to activate the trimmers and to set up the ALC+ steering, transforming
the Universal into a full reflex paramotor wing, suitable for thermalling, cruising or long
distance flights. More at [www.dudek.eu/en/paramotor-ppg/universal.html#sthash.
LKpRqW7p.dpuf].
Matt Fox, Fox Airsports

Split Legs Paramotor Harness With High And Low Hook-in Points

flying with zero torque effect isn’t the only benefit of
the scout:
➲➲ Super comfortable harness
➲➲ Light weight
➲➲ Many engine combinations available
➲➲ Safe start
➲➲ Mid and low hang point options
All Australian Scout paramotors come standard with
Cameleon throttles.

Manilla XC Camp
Photo: Tex Beck

Safety Alert
Weightshift Microlights: check the Defect Reports
online at the HGFA website [www.hgfa.asn.au]:
Defect Reports 6, 7 and 8 for Airborne XT-582 and
XT-912
Please check regularly for subsequent updated
information on these reported defects.

Product News

New Reversible Harness – Advance Progress 2

The Progress 2 is the first reversible harness without
compromises. It is extremely light and has both built-in
reserve system and certified airbag. The perfect 3D
designed look is included. Unique for the Progress 2 are
feedback damping in the air and freedom of movement
on the ground. All in all, a compact, all-round
solution for the recreational pilot.
Weighing only 3.2kg (size S)
the Progress 2 is the lightest
reversible harness to have
integrated reserve and
airbag. As a compact rucksack it has a robust outer
shell. Aerating mesh at your
back adds to carrying comfort.
30
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A new and included inner
compression bag makes
it easy to achieve a compactly packed wing.
Innovative leg pads
extend the 3D-shaped seat
surface and effectively absorb
turbulence, giving the pilot a
comfortable and quiet ride. The level of
damping can be adjusted in flight at any time – as
the conditions require. The ergonomic seat surface is
exceptionally comfortable and conveys the required
wing feedback directly to the body.
Available in two colours and three sizes for pilot
heights 155 to 200cm, the new Progress 2 is a fully
featured, fully adjustable and extremely comfortable
harness suited to all levels of flying from novice right
through to extended XC.
At a RRP of $940 the Progress 2 is also exceptional
value for such a high quality, high-tech new product.
For more information contact the importer: Manilla
Paragliding on 02 6785 6545 or <godfrey@flymanilla.
com> or for tech info and a video see [www.advance.ch].
Godfrey Wenness, Manilla Paragliding

Scout Paramotors: Enduro

The features that have seen the Carbon Scout rise to the
top of the paramotor scene have been duplicated in the
Enduro unit that is suitable for all level of pilots.
With a stainless steel outer hoop and spars, the
Enduro is a robust option for beginners. The carbon
aerofoils on each spar eliminate torque effect, making
the Scout Enduro simply an amazing unit to fly. But

Endorsements from a spectrum of pilots include:
“The Scout is a dream to fly,” Bob Bauer, Discovery
Paramotors; “My skill level has risen to a much higher
level so quickly flying the Scout,” Brendan McKenzie,
Intermediate pilot; “I went about testing other
paramotors after the Scout and nothing came close to
the awesome handling, comfort and security its provides
me,” Nathan Ward, Beginner pilot; “The Scout helps
make you a better pilot,” Jeff Toll, Foot Flyer.com. More
info at [www.foxairsports.com.au].

Dudek Universal Paraglider/Paramotor Glider

Get into both sports with the one glider! Universal is the
first free-flying (EN-B) paraglider that can be converted
by the user into a full-blood reflex paramotor canopy
(conforming to the DGAC standard).
Universal is a great free-flying beginner/intermediate PG with excellent XC capabilities. Beginner
pilots starting to thermal will appreciate the exceptional
comfort and safety from the considerable amount of
reflex traits present in the design.
The Universal shines
when used for paramotor training, being
super easy to launch
and land. Dudek has
set a new benchmark for dual
purpose gliders as
the Universal won’t
become boring quickly
April | May | June 2015

APCO has brought this revolutionary harness concept to
life: a split legs paramotor harness without a seatplate,
weighing an absolute minimum, but exceeding the standard
classic paramotor harness in terms of comfort and safety.
The split legs concept for paramotor flying opens
new possibilities and sets new standards which will be
quickly followed by other brands. Giving up the seatplate
immediately allows for a reduction of weight by half a kilo
at least. The absence of hard seatplate makes it easier to
create a design where the power unit is closer to the
body. Split legs seating holds much greater potential
for improved weightshift – great for slalom flying.
Effortless take off and landing, with the gravity
centre moved closer to the back, makes the unit feel lighter. The
arrangement permits an undisturbed take-off run. No hard pieces bumping your thighs
on launch, making it easier and far more comfortable.
Surprisingly, contrary to common belief, APCO designers were able to create a
harness which is comfortable, above expectations and makes handling of the power
unit on take-off and in flight simpler and effortless. The design is rich in options,
attentive to the smallest details and with an appearance of haute couture creation.
Only top quality materials were used, aiming for the best possible finish, comfort
and style. Visit [www.apcoaviation.com] for more.
Jean-Luc Lejaille, Rainbow Paragliding

Nova’s New Concertina Bag

Forget cell division, thanks to small and
soft rods, there is no need to pack
Nova gliders in a concertina bag, but
the newly designed version may change people’s
minds: Nova have developed a concertina bag made with
waterproof fabric as well as a mesh that ensures good
ventilation. The riser bag is integral and great attention
has been paid to the design of the straps.
Because of the bag’s clever shape, the wing can be
packed small but is still well protected.
Made from waterproof fabric, the Nova concertina
bag protects the paraglider from external damage cause
by, for example, sweat or abrasion. The vent panel
ensures the correct climatic conditions within the bag.
Straps keep the glider in the optimal position.
The concertina bag cpmes in in two different sizes
(S/M and L/XL). To find out the correct size, Nova
recommends checking the maximum profile depth of
the glider. This information can be found in the wing’s
technical data on the company website, in the glider’s
manual or pilots can measure the distance from the
leading edge to the trailing edge. The concertina bag is
available at good paragliding schools or in the Nova web
store [www.nova-wings.com/en/shop/] for RRP €79.
Size S/M: 290 x 48 cm, weight 0.62kg; suitable for
all current gliders in size S and M (Nova wings ≤ size M).
Size L/XL: 340 x 54 cm, weight 0.73kg; suitable for
all large wings and small tandems (Nova wings ≥ size L
& BION 33).
Till Gottbrath, Nova
April | May | June 2015

Pilots are reminded that equipment flown and equipment used should reflect the pilots actual rating and
experience. All training must be carried out using certified equipment with initial pilot certificate training using
student/novice rated equipment.
HGFA Operations Manager

Hang Gliding XC Clinic Canungra
30th September to 2nd October 2015
Cost: $150
Sites: Tamborine Mountain and Beechmont
Instructors: C
 FI HG Ken Hill, CFI HG Lisa Bradley,
CFI HG Curt Warren.
Support: J
 on Durand Jnr, Rod Flockhart, Dave Stevens,
Dave Staver.
Bookings: C
 ontact Ken Hill – 0418 188 655
Email – ken@hangglidequeensland.com.au
This is a great opportunity for novice and intermediate pilots
to enhance cross-country and competition skills under the
guidance of some of Australia’s most skilled and experienced
pilots. For those who also enter the Canungra classic, there
will be two debriefing nights to monitor the progress of the
clinic participants. Pilots are required to supply all their own
equipment and are encouraged to use gopro (or any video)
cameras during the clinic so that all pilots can watch in the
evenings and instructors can give feedback.

Photo: Mike Zupanc

Accommodation: Showgrounds Campsite – 07 5543 5904
Canungra Hotel – 07 5543 5233 Canungra Motel – 07 5543 5155
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News

Tours, Tandems and Teaching…
I have previously written about tours and how
accessible they make great flying sites for ‘low
airtime’ pilots. My experience in Europe 2014
has just been followed up with two tours in
New Zealand. No, I'm not too lazy to organise
a trip myself, and even after three great group
experiences, I remain apprehensive about the
idea of sharing a full mini bus with people
I may not know. So why bother?
by David Schoemaker
Phil and Simone during an instructional tandem flight at Coronet Peak, NZ

Dan Sommers at Flinders, Vic
Photo: Will Faulkner

W

STOP PRESS: FAI Hang Gliding World Championship Teams
1 Italy: Christian Ciech, Filippo Oppici, Davide Guiducci,
2015: Valle De Bravo, Mexico – Results
Overall
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Christian Ciech
Antoine Boisselier
Christian Voiblet
Petr Beneš
Attila Bertok
Dan Vyhnalik
Jonny Durand
Manfred Ruhmer
Balazs Ujhelyi
Rodolfo Gotés

Women

Ita
Fra
Sui
Cze
Hun
Cze
Aus
Aut
Hun
Mex

Icaro 2000 Laminar
Icaro 2000 Laminar
Aeros Combat C
Aeros Combat 09
Moyes Rx5
Aeros Combat 13.5 Gt
Moyes Rx 3.5
Icaro 2000 Laminar
Moyes Rs 4
Wills Wing T2c

1 Francoise Dieuzeide-Banet
2 Corinna Schwiegershausen

Fra
Ger

7298
7185
6563
6521
6436
6358
6273
6165
6132
6130

Moyes Rx3 2519
Moyes Rx3 2403

Suan Selenati , Tullio Gervasoni, Valentino Baù
19,570
2 France: Boisselier Antoine, Alonzi Mario, Zin Piero,
Francois Isoard, Christian Pollet, Laurent Thevenot 19,115
3 Australia: Jonny Durand, Steve Blenkinsop, Glen
McFarlane, Trent Brown, Guy Hubbard, Nils Vesk 17,881

Photos: Miguel Gutierrez

[www.faihgworldmex.com/results.php]
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hen flying our regular home sites, we
usually perceive our flying to improve:
Inflation and launches get better than
they used to be and we feel we’re progressing. Our wing
takes us where we want, but sometimes we don’t seem
to get as high or far, or look as smooth as others we fly
with – ‘Must be the wing,’ we mutter, and inevitably feel
drawn to a newer, better canopy or simply more hours.
Yet progress isn’t necessarily achieved by a ‘suck
it and see’ approach over more hours – although of
course airtime does play an important part. Time in the
air can also ingrain bad habits without us realising. The
intention for me is to shorten my time taken to become
more ‘expert’ in paragliding skills – to make my flying
and decisionmaking look and feel as if I have done a lot
more flying than I really have.
SIV training is not the only way forward, nor is doing
a lot of groundhandling, although both play an important
role in developing paragliding related ‘unconscious
competence’.
Consider this: Many of us ‘low airtime’ pilots (with
less than 100 hours) may have attended a training
facility where a tandem flight was an introductory part
of the course, and which made flying seem easy and fun,
and it may well have helped hook you into the course
and the sport. Once you got your restricted rating, the
emphasis is on logging hours. After all, you need them to
graduate to an intermediate rating and many of us clock
up mainly ‘smooth flying’ coastal hours to achieve this.
After my latest PG tour experience in New Zealand,
my suggestion for speeding up the learning process is
to fly tandem with a qualified and competent instructor.
Tandem flying is a great way to find out where your
weaknesses lie and to speed up your understanding
of what is needed to fly smoothly and in control. I’m
now absolutely convinced that instructors should offer
tandems as a post-course ‘teaching add-on’ rather than
just as pre-course ‘tempters’.
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I just completed two consecutive tours in the South
Island of NZ, both run by Phil Hystek, CFI at Paragliding
Queensland in Canungra. Most flying was done from
Treblecone (Wanaka) or Coronet Peak (Queenstown).
Phil offered tandems to all participants and I took up the
offer. Two flights were just 10 to 15-minute sled runs,
another lasted more than an hour in sometimes strong,
punchy thermic conditions.
Developing skills while being talked to on the radio
is one thing, but having an instructor with his hands on
the controls with you, takes the learning process to a
whole different level.
Pitch and roll control, for example: The subtle but
definite difference in timing and speed of inputs and
release between what I was doing and Phil’s control
was a revelation and I realised how much there is
to practise in order to get the most out of the wing
with the least input. Seeing a wing end up pitching
forward 45° from only 15cm input on brakes after a
few oscillations, or near 90° wingovers with similar
inputs, was vastly different to my own less subtle (and
less effective) efforts. Using so much less input means
there is a lot left in reserve if one is required to make
corrections. Feeling what active pitch control in general
flight actually means and feeling what pitch control
is about even when in a steep spiral, showed me I am
nowhere near in tune with my wing yet.
During thermalling, it was revealing how much
difference there is between what I believed to be
smooth weightshift/turning and what is really needed
to work weak lift. Hearing someone think out loud about
decisionmaking while seeking lift was another benefit.
All low airtime paraglider pilots have varying degrees
of skills, based not only on aptitude, but also on the
quality and quantity of their initial instruction, yet no
matter what your skill level, all low airtime pilots could
gain immeasurably from the type of hands-on, direct
input instruction that only a tandem flight can offer.

Having an instructor in your ear on a radio when
flying solo has its place when being talked through
deliberate basic manoeuvres – such as asymmetric, full
frontal collapses and B-line stalls for example. This type
of assistance was well catered for, along with specific
help to make my inflations and launches as effortless
and smooth as possible.
Tours also take you to places you want to fly and
while not technically an instruction tour, this one does
offer instruction as a side benefit. Individuals remain
responsible for their decision to fly or otherwise and on
good days, you can ‘go for it’.
A number of us managed to fly the TC ‘classic route’ –
Treble Cone launch to Wanaka – which, while only about
22km, can be extremely challenging in the conditions,
with high mountains and a wide valley to cross. There
were multiple firsts and PB’s. New friendships were
made and old ones re-established.
Speedwing enthusiasts were also well catered for
and non-flying days saw activities as diverse as clay
pigeon shooting, sailing, white water antics and hiking.
In conclusion, the skill improvement I gained from
this tour is not just the result of the additional hours of
flying (although we did get a lot), it is the enhancement
of these hours by, in particular, doing tandems and flying
new and challenging sites.
Now, I’m off to my local sites to practise what I’ve
learned, and I’m guessing I have probably saved myself
at least 20 to 30 hours of trying to learn those same
things on my own.
Learning on tour also makes it more cost effective
and enjoyable than going back to the facility you learned
at! When I feel I’ve gained enough competency in my new
skills, I’ll go back for more input. I recommend you think
of doing something similar. Maybe you’ll even join us on
the next NZ tour?

A huge thanks to Neil Brown: tireless tour co-driver,
walking NZ anthropological encyclopaedia and allround good guy.
SKYSAILOR
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Bali Dreaming
This is a story about Bali. It’s a really
great story, but to tell it properly, I
need to go back to 2013…
by Craig Heinrich

A

Nusa Dua

s a relatively low airtime pilot, I can be honest
enough with myself and everyone else here to
admit that I made an error in judgment when
attempting to top land one day that year. The long and
short of it was that I ended up sustaining a fractured L1
vertebrae and two broken feet.
Recovery was horrible, but the real horror was
getting back into the harness. Anyone who has had a
serious accident will know the mind game. So in the
early part of 2014, I contacted Chris and Mark from
Cloudbase to ask for some help, and with their patience
and guidance, I successfully got back ‘on the horse’, got
my nerve back and gained some new skills.
I had been jealous of a couple of my mates who’d
joined the Cloudbase Bali tour in previous years and had
to sit through them raving about how good it was upon
their return home. After discussing it with Mark, there
was no stopping me. I was locked in.
August couldn’t come fast enough, but before I
knew it, I was outside the arrivals hall being greeted by
a pick-up driver. Within an hour, I was unpacked and in
the massive hotel swimming pool. This was the start of
an incredible journey for me, since after working all of my
adult life and raising a daughter as a single dad, this was
the first opportunity I had to afford the time to treat
myself to an overseas holiday.
My first objective was to hire a Bali Harley – generally
some form of near new Honda or Yamaha scooter with a
massive displacement of around 125cc. Yeah, I know the

Payung soaring

statistics, but there is something supremely satisfying
about the freedom of being out on the sketchy roads,
dodging trucks, kamikaze cars and pedestrians. The
roads where we stayed were pretty good and I just took
my time and enjoyed the wind in my face.
Flying for the first time at Payung (Nusa Dua) was
incredible. I was one of the first pilots off the hill, and I
remember looking down and seeing my mates waving up
at me and thought to myself, ‘How good is this?’ I spent
a week refining my ridge soaring skills. Amazing about
Bali is that you can set yourself a goal like 20 or 30 top
landings in a day and it’s totally achievable. Just keep
your energy, fluid and sunscreen levels up. In addition,
there are locals offering food, drinks and ice creams on
the hill, and they even stock sufficient Bintangs for that
awesome sunset toast with your flying mates.
Evenings are great – the whole group tends to
go somewhere different each night. Food is incredibly
inexpensive in Bali – you can usually get a Nasi Goreng
and a couple of drinks for the equivalent of AUD$10. Just
be careful because Chris is madly into karaoke and loves
to pluck unsuspecting participants out of the audience.
Drinks flow into the evening and as they do, the stories
of paragliding prowess become more extravagant.
If you had your fill of flying, there’s heaps of
shopping available locally or in Kuta/Denpasar. Myself,
Crow, Princess and Linda rode into Kuta one afternoon
and the volume of traffic and utter honking-horn-laden

Mark flicks the Rise2 around

Post flight relaxation
34
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Bali Dreaming

Amanda soaring in style

Candidasa terraced launch
36
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chaos without the slightest aggression absolutely blew
me away. I found this amazing tiny, dingy little shop
selling fishing and tackle gear at a 10th of the price to
that of home and I stocked up.
We filled a small van to the brim with our gear and
travelled the three hours up to Candidasa for our second
tour. This amazingly picturesque coastal township
has very little industry other than hospitality, so the

restaurants are well priced and offer great service to
keep you coming back.
We payed porterage to locals to have our rucksacks
carried to the top of the lower launch. Launch height is
only approximately 100m, but the trail is on a reasonably
steep incline and is heavily terraced. For a couple of
dollars a day, the locals pick you up from your hotel,
carry your gear up and assist with the laying out of your
wing. Due to the launch being a terraced slope with a
steep incline, this assistance was priceless – depending
on conditions and the amount of botched launches, the
unclipping and walking up back up to lay your wing out
repeatedly can otherwise soon become frustrating.
Chris and Mark work tirelessly to get the group safely
launched and soaring before launching themselves, and
I really learned a lot about launching in a very small,
technical slope environment. Once you’ve launched, you
can build your height in the first bowl section before
progressing to the high side of the mountain. I learned
thermalling skills, deflations and recoveries, entry and
exits to spirals and, most importantly, how to safely
land right in front of the hotel!
It was amazing to experience reaching cloudbase at
a coastal site. My vario registered an incredible 797m
on one particular day, which then allowed me to glide
north to the next headland without the need to top
up and then land at the ‘White Sand Beach’ – a rather
small beach filled with catamarans, sun lounges and
umbrellas. I jagged a nice patch of sand to land on with
a few mates and within five minutes we were packed
up, on a sun lounge, drink in hand with a seafood lunch.
Truly unbelievable!
We managed to negotiate a ride back to the hotel
with a local driver. It was an experience I’ll never forget,
full of tight corners, lumps and bumps, and with seven
people (all with gliders on their laps) in a small mini van,
we laughed the whole way back.
The best thing about Candidasa is that the window
for flying is normally during mid-morning and you are
done and dusted by early afternoon. This gives you
an equal part of the day to relax, swim, explore and,
if you are an avid diver like I am, diving in this region
is absolutely second to none. Diving and snorkeling
charters are available by asking a local at the front of
any beachfront hotel.
As far as other attractions go, there’s a local
chocolate factory that allows you to ‘test’ a hell of a
lot of chocolate which made me extremely happy. A
couple of us visited the Monkey Temple in the mountains
immediately north of Candidasa and we arrived to find
small monkeys walking all over the main road, in very
close proximity to the general public. They like to steal
sunglasses, hats or anything else they can get their little
hands on for that matter, so stay alert!
I managed over 300 trouble-free kilometres on my
scooter in Bali without a single scratch!
The main objective I achieved was to expand my
flying ability and be more in tune with my glider in
a range of situations and flying conditions. By doing
this trip in the Australian off-season, I was totally
ready to rock when I arrived home – a real positive. I
consolidated my new skills with a trip up to Rainbow
Beach and after a site briefing, I flew with absolute
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Luxury in Nusa Dua

Candidasa tour group

confidence to the pyramids and back. This is something I probably
would not have done before.
I can really recommend the Cloudbase tour to anyone thinking or
planning a relatively cheap but fun flying holiday. I felt safe and well
looked after and had an excellent time. Chris and Mark were extremely
dedicated to coaching, safety and assisting people – even those they saw
needing assistance who weren’t on our tour. The fun factor is high, and
you’ll meet a huge number of new friends to fly with when you get home.
Shadecloth, Bali style
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Things I Can Fly Without
– But Don’t Want To…
In more than two decades of flying paragliders I encountered a
number of problems that were reducing my pleasure of this sport
and sometimes these even increased the risk unnecessarily. In
some cases I was able to sort them out to my full satisfaction
and after applying the right solution I always wondered why it
took me so long – many years in some cases...
by Jiri Stipek

P

ractically every day, I watch people struggle
with the same issues and I wonder if some of
them couldn’t benefit from my experiences.
Decide for yourself.

The wing is always going to
one side during a strong wind
deployment (Mitsos Method)

This can be extremely annoying and in some gliders it
can be almost unmanageable. Whatever you do, that
wing just has a mind of its own and always goes to
one side, doing its best to get inverted and impact the
ground by the leading edge.
I fought this predicament for years before I
recognised the reason for it and started to use a simple
method to prevent it. First I thought I was exceptionally
slow not to get over it earlier, but the number of pilots
I see struggling with this has convinced me that I’m just
average. The secret lays here:
➲➲ While the line for the brake handle held in the lower
hand goes straight to it, the kink (A) on the line
going to the handle held in the upper hand makes it
pull on the corresponding side of the leading edge.
As a result, the glider turns. In some agile gliders
manipulating the risers just can’t compensate for
this enough.
➲➲ The solution? Take half a wrap on the other line (B).
That will almost exactly balance the kink. Release
the wrap as soon as you have the glider up and enjoy
your flight!

Brunel hooks on speed system
separating on take-off

Brunel hooks were originally developed for attaching
flags on ships. Some evil criminal introduced them to
the paragliding industry where they jave become a
source of constant annoyance ever since. Paraglider
manufacturers just love them and stubbornly refuse to
replace them with something safe and functional (there
has to be something better somewhere, hasn’t there?).
These irritating gizmos were driving me crazy from
the day one opened spontaneously during every other
take off. As per Murphy’s Law, it invariably happened
in the strongest winds, leaving me without the all
important tool for getting out of the venturi.
➲➲ I would probably still suffer like everybody else, if
I hadn’t found a discarded bicycle inner tube on the
side of the road while waiting for a retrieve five years
ago. A picture speaks a thousand words:
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The most mechanically complicated part of our rags and
strings aeroplanes, the speedbar, is important to get the
most out of – in the air, that is... On the ground, there’s
nothing more cumbersome and it gets under your feet
at every step.
Nowadays most harnesses have a Velcro flap that
holds the wicked piece of aluminium tube under the seat
until you release it. And that is where the catch 22 is: to
release the speedbar, you have to reach for it with your
hand, letting go of the brake.
Any piece of equipment that requires releasing the
brakes to be operated is a potentially dangerous piece of
equipment. The simple device on the above photo solved
all my problems:
➲➲ That little spring-loaded olive on each of the
speedbar lines will hold the bar as high or low as you
choose by pulling them in the right position. Then, as
soon as you step on it, they will slide easily up the
lines and will stay there, until you get them ready for
another take off. It is easy, reliable and inexpensive.
Beat that!

Finger-mounted PTT
and radio headset

➲➲ Since applying this recyling-type
solution, my Brunel hooks haven’t
opened accidently once (they
actually can’t, can they?). Unlike
with some other solutions I’ve
seen, they can be disconnected or
reconnected almost as quickly as
before. Try it for yourself, besides
an old inner tube you only need
two tiny cable ties!
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Tripping over your speedbar
on take-off?

Without question you need to be able to operate your
radio easily and without having to sacrifice the control of
your glider. You also need to have the microphone close
to your mouth and be able to hear the radio properly.
Using a radio without any accessories definitely
doesn’t fit the bill and the popular speaker/mike is only
marginally better.
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A helmet in-built headset with finger-mounted PTT
button comes as close to perfect as it gets. The only
part which seems to put people off is the need to run
a few wires through some inconvenient places during
flight preparation. This photo shows a solution I have
arrived at after experimenting for a long time. I am not
searching any longer, I am happy.
➲➲ The most important part is the cable for PTT. It has
AV plugs on both ends and lives permanently under
the lining of my flight suit. One end comes out from
my sleeve ready to be plugged into the PTT, the other
one hangs out from a breast pocket and connects to
the headset. The wire from headset to radio is held
nice and tidy by a small loop of elastic when not in
use. I mounted the PTT permanently in my glove
using a flat printed board pushbutton. Just a bit of
soldering and epoxy to hold it there. On the top of
my thumb it is easy to operate by index finger while
it is unlikely to be pressed accidentally. This set-up
is simple to plug together before a flight and can be
operated easily in any situation, including towing.
No complicated timers or connection boxes required.
It also lasts for ages. The cheap AV connectors act
as mechanical fuses, preventing wire breakages
through excessive pulling. I’m getting a fifth season
out of this system now. It takes a bit of fiddling
to install it, but the convenience during flight and
preparation is priceless.
The position of radio itself is important. No good
having it somewhere in the pocket where you can
neither see it nor operate even the basic functions like
changing channels and volume. The photo below shows
what I came up with after years of experimenting:

scenario has been considered. It’s why the bracket is
held in place only by thin cable ties which can be ripped
off using only moderate force if necessary.
It is also important to make sure you won’t interfere
with the design of your glider by joining riser above a
point where they were joined originally or by some other
means. Use your common sense and you’ll be happy
ever after.

Cables-tidy Velcros – never
leave home without them!

I certainly don’t and I always have a few of them fixed to
an easy-to-reach place on my harness.
They have millions of uses, especially while you are
trying to quickly gather and secure your glider in strong
winds.
I always use one of these to join riser above carabiners
when packing my glider (I never disconnect my harness
unnecessarily) to prevent the harness being accidentally
thrown over one riser, causing a twist before the next
flight. It takes two seconds and pays off.

lubrication was needed to prevent them locking together
excessively requiring too high a force to separate.
Oil or grease is no good. It attracts sand and dirt
in general, making matter worse. Then I discovered
a graphite powder. Bingo! Just a few grains on the
matching surfaces once or twice a year and the press
studs work like new. You will never look back.
The small container of graphite cost around $8 and
will last you a lifetime. A word of caution: The powder is
black and adheres strongly to anything. Make sure you
won’t get it anywhere else but on the studs and blow
off any excess after connecting and disconnecting them
a few times following the treatment.
If you find some of the above useful, thank me. If
it doesn’t work for you, blame somebody else. Agreed?

Graphite for press studs

Press studs are an excellent solution for parking brake
handles. I find them superior to magnets for a number
of reasons. The only problems I ever encountered were
due to a lack of maintenance. Obviously some kind of

My radio slides by its belt clip into a plastic tube
fitted to the rear riser via cable ties. It is secured
down by a small loop of elastic. It comes in and out
within seconds, never by itself. This installation has the
following merits:
➲➲ Ideal from a radio waves propagation point of view –
antenna is perfectly vertical and far from your body.
➲➲ You have it in direct view, with all controls accessible
and with minimum sacrifice of steering your glider.
➲➲ In the case of headset failure you can easily unplug
it and speak directly into the in-built mike while still
being able to hold the brakes.
These advantages are hard to beat. The only
drawback is that it needs a little extra attention during
pre-flight; especially to make sure the speedbar line
doesn’t run over the radio. Even if overlooked, I found it
to be easily fixed in the air – before you use the bar and
take the holder off, that is.
The possibility of lines getting caught after a major
collapse in flight is more or less hypothetical. Still, this
April | May | June 2015

Airborne GTX
cutting edge technology
Specialised paragliding boots with a patented system
for maximum ankle protection during landing.
Made from high grade, water repellent leather.
Shock absorbing midsoles reduce heel microshocks. Available in Euro sizes 38-47, was $375:

NOW $335 incl. delivery within Australia.
protect your landing gear

www.poliglide.com.au
Phone 0428 666 843
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Lanzarote

A European Winter Refuge

S

Mala

Photo: Laurent Jallard

ome pilots go to the Southern hemisphere to live
an endless summer, others turn to paragliding,
skiing or snowboarding. I had heard about
Lanzarote – the most northerly of the volcanic Canary
Islands. It offers very good conditions between October
and March, with strong prevailing wind from the north
that allow dynamic soaring on the cliffs of the island. The
wind is often too strong for paragliding on the island and
Tenerife seems more suitable for this activity.

The Sites

If you find yourself in a European winter and crave a little
sunshine and hang gliding, head to Lanzarote for a variety of
winter distractions.
by Pierre Comte

Orzola take-off
Photo: Pierre Comte
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Famara
The most majestic site is without doubt the Famara
cliffs, facing NW. Take-off is on a small 150m hill
offering a flight the northern tip of the island, after
following 20km of 670m cliffs above the ocean .
Orzola
Another amazing site, facing NNE, on the northern tip
of the island. Take-off is at 420m above two or three
kilometres of wave battered cliffs.
Mala
A vertical drop of 90m over an abandoned hydroelectric
dam is soarable in a NE. Mala is both dynamic and
thermic. Four or five kilometres of the main ridge of the
island are soarable if the wind is strong enough, and
if not, the large black areas of the plain produce good
thermas. It is easy enough to topland on take-off too.
El Cuchillo
Facing north, El Cuchilo is basically a micro-valley that
channels the wind. The slope is no higher than 70m for
two kilometres, but generates good thermal lift.
Macher
In the south of the island, this is a thermal site in light
winds from any direction, but can blow out. The top
landing is particularly easy, but pay attention to the
powerline below take-off!

Orzola

Mala - lake and take-off
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Events Calendar

2015
April

Paragliding State of Origin ’15
3 to 5 April (Easter)

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. A great way to get into comp and
XC flying in a fun & safe way for the novice. It’s all about
promoting skills and safety. The comp is based on flying
crews of 5 pilot teams (1 Adv, 2 Nov + 2 other pilots), so get
your crew together. Handicapping is used for scoring. C-grade
Sanction (pending). Reserve, UHF Radio and at least 3 hours XC
flights are required. XC course recommended. Comp fee $25.
Early bird discount fee $20 (Registering before 20/04/15)
Register @ Oz Comps and visit http://newcastleparagliding
club.org.au for info & pilot packs. Contact James Thompson on
0418 686 199 or <jamesflys@gmail.com>.

Birchip Flatter than the Flatlands
3 to 6 April (Easter)

Birchip, VIC. Hang glider pilots are invited to the 23rd Flatter
than the Flatlands cross-country towing competition. The
event will be conducted over the four-day Easter long
weekend. Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes,
presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and
parachute required. Discount available for teams with a first
time pilot. Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943, <wes.hill@
yahoo.com.au>, [www.sacra.biz/fttf].

2015 PICO ‘Rebels’ PPG Fly-in
3 to 6 April (Easter)

Corryong, Northern VIC. The PICO Alps fly-in is to held in the
gorgeous areas around some of the Murray River landscapes
and high country alpine flying places around Corryong.
Majestic countryside and smooth air abound. Duty pilots will
be available for local advice and assistance. Some good crosscountry flights can be expected. All PPG and PHG pilots are
welcome. More information will be available at [www.thepico.
com.au]. Organised by the PICO club.

Dalby Big Air
12 to 18 April

Dalby Aerodrome, Dalby, QLD. Dalby Hang Gliding Club invites
you to a week of great flying and fun at the AA sanctioned,
Cat 2 Big Air. All pilots MUST have an aerotow endorsement
with previous aerotow experience and be current HGFA or
temporary HGFA members. Entry fee is $475 and includes all
tows (including practice day), T-shirt, hat and presentation
dinner. A $75 non -refundable deposit is required to secure a
place. Entries are limited to 50 pilots so get in early! For more
information and to register please go to our new website at
[www.dalbybigair.com].

June
Women Hang Glider Pilots Car Tow Clinic
6 to 8 June Long Weekend

Tocumwal, Southern NSW. Car towing with Tove. Our aim
is to increase confidence. Requirements: Woman HG pilot,
organised own equipment, ground towing endorsement.
Contact: Birgit 08 8272 8686.

July
The PICO ‘Hunter Valley’ Fly-in
3 to 5 July

Photos: Tex Beck
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Hunter Valley, NSW. This PICO organised fly-in will be held
in the lush Hunter Valley area, approximately two hours
drive north of Sydney. The Hunter is one of the largest river
valleys on the NSW coast and most commonly known for its
wineries and coal industry. The area is ideal for early morning

and late afternoon glassy XC paramotor flights. The fly-in
will be centred at Hunter Valley Gliding Club at Warkworth
[www.hvgc.com.au/index.php]. The club has a beautiful new
clubhouse and amenities building with plenty of space for
camping and some powered caravan sites available. There are
plenty of things to do and places for family and pilots to go
when not flying. More information at [www.thepico.com.au].

Weather Win-Win-Win!

August

H

Heidi has been our Mystic weather station at Bright since 1996.
by Brian Webb

The PICO ‘Lakeside’ Fly-in
7 to 9 August

Lake Hume, Albury/Wodonga, VIC/NSW. The PICO organised
‘Lakeside’ fly-in will be located on the shores of Lake Hume,
just a short way from the twin towns of Albury/Wodonga on
the NSW/VIC border. XC flights can follow around the lake or go
further to towns such as Yackandandah. There are launch sites
all along the banks of the lake, all large and grassed. Camping
is available at the nearby Lake Hume Resort with cabins and
sites to pitch your tent or park your caravan. Some of the best
PPG flying to be had, with air from the glassy lakeside to the
surrounding mountains. All PPG and PHG pilots welcome. More
information available at [www.thepico.com.au].

September
2015 PICO ‘Milbrulong’ National Fly-in
17 to 20 September

Milbrulong, NSW. Organised by the PICO club, the PICO Annual
National PPG Fly-in is the original and biggest PPG event in
Australia. It has been running for 16 years, attracting pilots
from across Australia and even sometimes overseas. You can
see all the latest gear, from wings to motors and accessories
and there are usually plenty of spare parts available to add
to your toolbox if necessary. New pilots are welcomed with
open arms and given all the help and assistance possible. This
is a great place to get those early hours done with plenty of
open farmland, easy launches and heaps of help. The area is
outstanding for XC trips from 20 to over 100km. All PPG, PHG,
WSM and balloon pilots welcome. More information available at
[www.thepico.com.au].

Telomoyo Cup 2015

October
Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
3 to 10 October

Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD. AA Cat 2 event. Practice day:
2 October. Entry fee: $270 (plus $30 site fee for non-club
members), covers entry, four dinners, competition shorts and a
fun week for all, including non-flyers. Registration and welcome
ceremony: 2 October. Quiz night: 5 October. Red Faces: 7 October.
Large projection screen available for viewing GoPro footage and
tracklogs. Over $5000 in cash and prizes to be won. Register
now at [www.chgc.asn.au/hg/classic.html]. Contact: Dave
Staver, 0409 435 935 or <dave137@gmail.com>.

The PICO ‘Gippsland Lakes’ Fly-in

27 September to 4 October

23 to 25 October

Mount Telomoyo is located in Central Java Province of Indonesia.
Take off site is 1950m asl or 1500m above the landing site.
The first international HG competition in Mt Telomoyo was held
in 2014. Registration and technical briefing: 26 September,
Official practice day and welcome dinner: 27 Sept. Competition
days: 28 Sept. to 3 October. Closing ceremony: 4 Oct. Contact:
<info.telomoyocup@gmail.com>. Facebook [TELOMOYO CUP
2015]. Tove Heaney was comp director in 2014 and is happy
to answer any questions you may have <tove@tovedesign.
com.au>.

Hang Gliding XC Clinic

30 September to 2 October
Moriarty Hall, Canungra, QLD. Three-day intro to Canungra club
sites, Mt Tamborine and Beechmont. CFIs Ken Hill, Lisa Bradley
and Curt Warren will be supported by experienced HG pilots
Jon Durand Jnr, Rod Flockhart, Dave Stevens and Dave Staver. A
great opportunity for nov and int pilots to improve their skills.
Pilots are required to supply all HG equipment and encouraged
to use GoPros (or similar) during the clinic so all pilots
can watch footage in the evenings and to help instructors
give feedback. Our goals are to practise procedures for
setting up gliders and equipment, review launch and landing
techniques, teach safe flying practices, improve thermalling
techniques and impart local knowledge about the sites and
terrain. XC flying goals will be dependent on pilot ability.
Cost is $150. Bookings: Ken Hill, 0418 188 655 or <ken@
hangglidequeensland.com.au>. Accommodation: Camping at
Canungra Showgrounds – 07 5543 5904, Canungra Hotel – 07
5543 5233, Canungra Motel – 07 5543 5155.
April | May | June 2015

Bairnsdale, VIC. The PICO organised ‘Gippsland Lakes’ fly-in will
allow PPG pilots access to the vast Gippsland lakes area and
famous 90-mile beach. With coastal seabreezes and grassed
take-off areas, this will be a terrific fly-in for every pilot. All
PPG and PHG pilots welcome. More information available at
[www.thepico.com.au].

Drifter Tour

11 to 16 October
Our third HD Tour! Six
days of flying some of Queensland’s
top sites… ‘Drifting’ each day to where the winds and weather
are best to maximise our airtime. Inland and coastal sites are
on the cards: Mt Tamborine, Rainbow Beach, Byron, Beechmont
and others. See [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events] or
ph: 0434 222 111.

December
The PICO ‘Knowsley’ Fly-in
11 to 13 December

Knowsley, VIC. The PICO Knowsley fly-in will be held at a
privately owned property with 100 acres of open farmland
launch areas in country Victoria only 40km from Bendigo.
There are XC flights to the gorgeous Lake Eppalock, the
majestic Mt Camel and beyond. The launch site is privately
owned and space to pitch your tent or park your caravan will
be available. Great take-off areas (down hill and grassed).
Beautiful scenery and a terrific PPG site. All PPG and PHG pilots
welcome. More information at [www.thepico.com.au].
April | May | June 2015

eidi is accessed via UHF radio, and has served
faithfully and faultlessly for 19 years, the only
maintenance has been the regular cleaning
out of cobwebs.
This year, it became obvious that the weather head
was beginning to deteriorate. It still worked, but the
anemometer cups were slow to turn and the wind
direction vane kept sticking – it was wearing out.
We began to look for a replacement and were
surprised to see the cost and variety of what was now
on offer. We wanted:
➲➲ Wind speed and direction
➲➲ Temperature, pressure and humidity were useful,
but not critical
➲➲ A 20 minute history to gauge the strength of the
thermic cycles
➲➲ No less than what Heidi already offered
Costs ranged from $2500 to $10,000. In comparison,
Heidi cost us $1200 20 years ago.
Al Dickie is the ACT State Association President, and
also the manufacturer of the Blufly vario. We heard he
had recently built and installed three weather stations
for the Canberran pilots. We were told they were good,
so we checked them out and they are good.
The weather head was the same as brand as Heidi’s,
so it had good pedigree. Wind speed and direction,
temperature, pressure and humidity all sampled at two
seconds intervals then sent every 11 seconds over the
internet to a web server, stored aptly in the ‘cloud’. The
weather data is practically real time and collects 24/7.
We can now watch the thermic cycles rolling through
Mystic launch, we can see the catabatic and anabatic
reversals each day. All data is recorded and available
for any device with an internet connection – computer,
tablet, smart phone.
The station needed to be in a mobile phone reception
area, it is self-contained for power with solar panels
keeping its battery charged. The battery can power the
weather station for a week without sun. The internet
connection requires a $10 monthly pre paid account, we
chose to connect via Optus.
Al provided everything that was required, other
than the pole to mount it on. The station has cost less
than $1000 (we already had a pole) and was set up in
two hours.
It is excellent, so much so that I want to install two
more, one for Gundowring and the other for the Buckland
Ridge. With all three, our pilots could watch all of our
sites and see the weather real time at every site with
the 12 hour history for each.
These stations will:
➲➲ Save pilot’s driving time and fuel by going
to the right site for the day
➲➲ Increase flying time by offering the right
information in an easily received format
➲➲ Our local schools can see and better understand and
use the local micro-meteorology

Mystic, Bright [http://freeflightwx.com/mystic/index.php] or see the
Spring Hill, Pig Hill and Lake George, Canberra data at [http://acthpa.
org/newwind/]

➲➲ Local landowners and farmers have access to some
relevant data useful for their crops and stock
If your club is looking for a simple, sturdy, well
considered and well built weather station, then include
this one in your list. A win-win-win for all and for under
$1000. Thanks Al!

Contact Al directly for more information <alnrelly@
gmail.com>.

Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue)
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management passed
a motion at its 4/2/2014 meeting that effects
a change in policy regarding ‘Prepaid
Visiting Pilot Membership’ applications.
Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications
– commencing immediately.
Visiting Pilot Membership Applications
are available as follows:
1. VPM Online Member Services available:
	Go to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select
or
2.	Hard Copy > Forms are available from
[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’ and
complete the following:
•	MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership
Application
•	MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk
& Warning – Oct 2012
• Include a scanned copy of current credentials
HGFA Office Manager
SKYSAILOR
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PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC
3033, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland & 0417 644633 <manager.

operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@
hgfa.asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Sun Nickerson <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
V-Pres: Greg Lowry <vicepresident@hgfa.asn.au>

& 0400 759105.

Sec: Grant Cassar <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Rick Williams <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee Members:
Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.
Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0417 530972.
Brett Coupland <brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.
Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.

States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Alistair
Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.com> 0422
970408; V-Pres: Geoff Robertson
<geoffrobertson@grapevine.com.
au>; Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Zhenshi
van der Klooster <zhenshi@mac.com>;
Committee: Dave Hanna <newgenisus@
gmail.com>; Howard Taylor <howardtaylor.
ad@gmail.com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs:
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried
<president@nswhpa.org> 0466 566288;
V-Pres/PO: Nir Eshed <Vice-President@
nswhpa.org> 0423 422494; Sec: Fred Crous
<Secretary@nswhpa.org> 0425 227 075;
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>
0487 205171; Committee: Brett Coupland,
David Holmes, Tony Dennis, Chris Clements,
Allan McMillan, Louis Klein, Michael Stott.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.
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PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Keith
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Jan
Tupy 0425 228286 <jan@mta
travel.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.
com.au>; Trs: Michael Roelens 0406
523841 <michael.roelens@gmail.com>,
0407 814524; SSO: HG – Allan Bush 0407
814524 <bethandallen@bigpond.com>,
PG – Che Golus 0429 432031 <chegolus
@gmail.com>. Meetings: Contact President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres/Sec:
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <vicepresident@
centralcoastskysurfers.com> <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681
<mediacentralcoastskysurfers.com>, John
Harriott 0412 442705<nationalparksliaison
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491

150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org.
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255;
V-Pres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec:
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Peter Swift
0412 879960 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; V-Pres: Dustan Hansen 0402 791231
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: Frans
Henskens 0406 344514 <secretary@nhgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: John Dingle
(Coast) 0411 100884, Don Gardner (Inland)
0425 304624; Newsletter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Andrew Dempsey
0438 949373; Sec/Trs: Andrew Burchell 0403
772563 <andrewburchell1@gmail.com>;
SSO: Bob Lane 0490 349441 <bob.lane55@
hotmail.com>. Contact: Andrew Dempsey
<andrew_stuckbackhereinaustralia@yahoo.
com.au>. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7:30pm,
Hexham Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088.
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew
Shipley 0407 511451; V-Pres: Justin Shaw
0407 884351 <jkshaw1@gmail.com>; Sec:
Jos Weemaes 0488 693788; Trs: Andrew
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff
Hoffmann 0429 206233 <jandlhoffman@
bigpond.com>; Web: Andrew Shipley 0407
511451 <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres: Yianie Tiliacos
0422 776060 <yts@exemail.com.au>;
V-Pres: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691
<hollywood@hollywoodparagliding.com>;
Sec: Dave Bateman 0414 845587 <dave@
davebatemanphoto.com>; Trs: John Scicluna
0404 070702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>;
SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083 <SSO@
flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Vicki
Cain <Vicki@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce
Wynne <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John
Selby <jselby@pivit.net.au>; SSO: Doug Sole
<dougsole@optusnet.com.au>; Snr 1st Aid:
Martin Wielecki <lastradaphoto@hotmail.
com>. Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac
Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Kirsten Seeto 0450
887857 <kirsten.flys@gmail.com>; V-Pres:
Martin Joyce 0411 407974 <cemjoy@gmail.
com>; Sec: Nicholas Loveday 0434 057727
<nicholas.loveday@me.com>; Trs: Sundra
John <sundrajohn@gmail.com>; Committee:
Sarah Pitchford, James Mills, Greg Hurst, David
Holmes; SSO-PG: David Holmes 0408 366505
<ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSO-PPG: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@ppgaustralia.
com>; SSO-HG: Rohan Taylor 0425 268080
<rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Meeting: Harbord
Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm, 1st
Tue/month (except January).

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:
Jan Devos 0438 645135 <janpauldevos@
googlemail.com>; V-Pres: Brian Rushton 0427
615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; Sec:
Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>;
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.

Queensland
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Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Sim Bailey 0418 440117
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres/SSO HG:
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0434 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; V-Pres: James Barr 0400 774153
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc.

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; <para
glidingsunshinecoast.com>. Pres: John Vasta
<president@paraglidingsunshinecoast.
com>; V-Pres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman 0427
498753; Trs: Mike Edgson; Sec: Paul Green
0412 376719; SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille
0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs:
Craig Dunn; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com> Sec:
Alan Bartlett 0407 105 899.

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Victoria

Western Australia

Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Paramotoring & Paragliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore 0432
152101 < dave.moore04@googlemail.
com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee: Pete Cass,
Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Andrew
Horchner 0427 807516 <clearapm@gmail.
com>; Sec: Kieran Schultz 0468 941652
<kdmschultz@hotmail.com>; Trs: Barb
Scott 0408 844224 <scott.bj@gmail.com>;
Committee: Bill Brooks; Pedram Shiary; Wally
Arcidiacarno; SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144;
<brightvt@netc.net.au>. Meetings: [nevhgcmembers-forum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres:
Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: Matthew Hall <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
Sec: Peter Sapiej <sec@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; M’ship: Paul Larkin <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Lane
Delany <nov@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Site Dev: Adam Young; Web: Romann
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St,
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Steve Bell <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; Newsletter: Trevor Lane <trevor
@teknological.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Schools & Maintenance

New South Wales

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

Queensland

Poliglide Paragliding
Specialising in
Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲	Sales and service of paragliding and motorised
paragliding equipment.
➲	Sport and Exercise Science trained.

Importer of Swing
gliders since 1999

Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots
since 2001
since 2001

www.poliglide.com.au

0428 666 843
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Andrew Polidano CFI

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 &
instructing for over 10 years.

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer Testing & Repairs

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Professional Paragliding

➲ Comprehensive testing and repairs to
all paragliders
➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents
for: Advance, Aerodyne,
Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk,
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲ Full written report
➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲ Parachute repacking
➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
➲ Prompt turnaround

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Courses

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

➲ E stablished since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and
world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State,
we fly all year round, 60km cross-country flights
have been achieved in winter!
➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your
own pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

Paragliding Repair Centre
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
[www.waparagliding.com]

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com>
Ph: 0417 619 167

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<info@canungraskysports.com.au>
Phone: 0457 287 200

+

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Capricorn Sky Sports
Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

Advertising Index – April | May | June 2015
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

We offer a number of services:
➲➲ Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions
We only use and sell top quality
high performance equipment.

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills.

Airborne Windsports
Canungra Hang Gliding Classic 2015
CASA – Close Call
Cloudbase – Destination Bali
Flytec
Hang Gliding XC Clinic Canungra
HGFA Document Map System
HGFA Visiting Pilots Membership
Manilla Paragliding – Ascent
Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3

IBC
5
37
IFC
13
31
12
43
15
19

Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories
Manilla Paragliding – Iota
Moyes Gliders
Natalie’s Travel Insurance
Paragliding Headquarters – Gradient
Paragliding Repair Centre
Poliglide – Crispin Boots
Skymec Paramotors
WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsements
WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

7
23
BC
21
27
19
39
31
11
12

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz>
Phone: 0457 287 200

Photo: Tex Beck
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will be
accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one
month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification) and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)
Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
Lightspeed 4s for sale, 120 hrs, in great condition, all carbon
inside wing, including outboards – $4500. Contact: Rob &
0418 975 892.
Litespeed RS4. Five hours only. As new condition, not a scratch.
Not flown in two years, leaving sport. Carbon outers, two
spare DTs and waterproof bag – $5300. Contact: Mark via
<janebrayley@hotmail.com> or & 07 5491 8101 (evenings).
Woody Valley Cosmic harness. Near new condition, approx. 15
flying hrs, small size & for medium build (170cm). Black with
grey insert. C/w original Aeroconical parachute, (will need
repacking) – $1200. Contact: Vic & 02 9544 7030 (Sydney).

Airborne Wizard 11 Wing, red, white & black, 400 hrs – $2100.
Located at Airborne Newcastle. Contact: & 0428 664657.
Streak 3 Airframe, all components, very good condition – no
issues, 800 hrs TTIS – deteriorating fabric forced renewal of
wing – offers. Also as new Microair M760 VHF transceiver, still
in box (was spare) – $1500 ono. See Byron Bay Microlights
web page for more details. Contact: Ray & 0423 309 867.
Trike base for sale. Edge 2000 model. Tundra tyres, 582 blue
top Rotax engine, 230 hrs, four-blade prop. Handheld plug in
radio optional. Full instrument panel, electric start. No wing or
trailer – $5000 neg. Located in Georgetown, Tasmania, near
Devonport. Contact: George & 0439 882 186.

General Classifieds

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne Buzzard Trike with Rotax 503 DCDI 30 hrs, Wizard-3,
Tundra, Bolly prop, Microair M760 radio, EGTs, CHTs, ASI, ALT,
tacho, hour meter. Registered T1-2103. $8,000 ono. Can
deliver around Canberra/Sydney or in between. Contact: Rod
& 0423 887 739.
Airborne XT 912 & 4x4 trailer, 250 hrs, radios, GPS, flying suits,
the lot – always hangared, Hunter Valley. Contact: Aaron &
0418 419 968 for more info.

Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

Photo: Rob Hibberd
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Airborne XT 912 Streak 3 wing. One owner, new 12/05,
264 hrs logged. Always hangared & in very good condition.
Maintained by Carlo Prete of King Reef Aviation, Innisfail –
$26000 ono. Contact: John Happy & 0408 454493.
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